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Abstract

The 2022 ImageCLEFfusion task is the first edition of this task, targeting the creation of late fusion or
ensembling methods in two different scenarios: (i) the prediction of media visual interestingness, and
(ii) social media image search results diversification. The objective proposed to participants is to train
and test their proposed fusion schemes on a set of pre-computed inducers, without creating or bringing
inducers from the outside. The two scenarios correspond to a regression scenario in the case of media
interestingness, where performance is measured via the mean average precision at 10 (MAP@10) metric,
and to a retrieval scenario in the case of result diversification, where performance is measured via the
F1-score and Cluster Recall at 20 (F1@20, CR@20). Overall 6 teams registered for ImageCLEFfusion, 5 of
them submitting runs, while only one team submitted runs to both the interestingness and diversification
tasks. A total of 39 runs were received, and an analysis of the proposed methods shows a great diversity
among them, ranging from statistical weighted approaches, weighted approaches that use learning stages
for creating the weights, machine learning approaches that join the inducer predictions like SVM or
KNN, deep learning approaches, and even fusion schemes that join the results of other fusion schemes.
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1. Introduction
The current landscape of computer vision tasks seems to be dominated by end-to-end deep
neural networks that take a media sample as input and output a prediction by processing the
images or videos through the network layers. However, in several domains, the performance
of single network systems reaches a plateau where performance increases are marginal, and
performances can be considered comparatively low. This phenomenon may impede the adoption
of such AI solutions, as companies and users may be dissatisfied with the results.
One of the main methods researchers use to enhance the performance of models is the use of
late fusion (or ensembling) systems. These systems use a collection of individual prediction
systems, called inducers, and join their results through fusion schemes. The usefulness of such
approaches is proven in several scenarios, in traditional computer vision tasks, like action
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recognition in videos [1], but more pervasive in tasks related to the human understanding
of multimedia data. These types of tasks generally show lower performance for end-to-end
systems when compared with traditional computer vision tasks, a phenomenon commonly
attributed to their inherent subjectivity and multi-modality, as well as difficulties in creating
reliable ground-truth annotations [2, 3]. Examples from the current literature that support this
trend show fusion systems achieving top performance in several benchmarking competitions
related to the processing of subjective multimedia data, including but not limited to media
interestingness [4], memorability [5], and violent scene detection [6].
Given these factors, the ImageCLEFfusion task, currently in its initial edition at ImageCLEF
2022 [7], asks participants to create ensembling schemes that can accurately join the prediction
outputs of a pre-computed set of inducers for two scenarios. The first scenario represents
a regression task, applied to the media interestingness data associated with the Interestingness10k dataset [3], while the second scenario represents a retrieval task, applied to the results
diversification data related to the Retrieving Diverse Social Images dataset [8].
This paper presents an overview of the 2022 ImageCLEFfusion task and is structured as
follows. Section 2 presents the data used in this task, while Section 3 shows details with regards
to the participation. Results and their analysis are presented in Section 4, and the paper ends
with the main conclusions in Section 5.

2. Data Description
As we mentioned, the first edition of the ImageCLEFfusion task presents participants with
two different scenarios: (i) ImageCLEFfusion-int, a regression task using media interestingness
data, and (ii) ImageCLEFfusion-div, a retrieval task using search result diversification data.
Our philosophy in these scenarios is that we want to compare the performance of ensembling
engines in similar setups for all participating teams. Therefore, we provide the set of inducers
that participants will use, and the addition of external inducers is not allowed. In a general
sense, given a set of 𝑀 media samples 𝑆 ∈ {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , ...𝑠𝑀 }, and a set of 𝑁 computer vision
algorithms 𝐴 ∈ {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , ...𝑎𝑁 }, we will provide all the prediction outputs, i.e., for each sample
𝑠𝑖 , we will provide a set of predictions 𝑦𝑖 = {𝑠𝑖,1 , 𝑠𝑖,2 , ...𝑠𝑖,𝑁 }. This process is presented in
Figure 1. Participants are tasked with creating the ensembling function ℱ, that is able to join
the predictions from individual inducers and create better predictions.
For the ImageCLEFfusion-int task, we provide data extracted from the image prediction task
from the 2017 MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness task [9]. We use the prediction
outputs from the 29 systems submitted during MediaEval. We then split the available data
into 1,877 images contained in the training set, and 558 images in the testing set. For the
ImageCLEFfusion-div task, we provide data extracted from the DIV150 challenge associated
with the Retrieving Diverse Social Images dataset [8]. The prediction outputs of 56 systems
inducer systems is provided, with 60 retrieval queries included in the training set and 63 queries
included in the testing set. These details are presented in Table 1. Participants are free to create
the validation sets as they choose, and can do this by splitting the training set according to
their individual needs. In order to encourage a careful selection of the proposed fusion methods,
participants are only allowed a maximum of 10 runs for each of the two tasks.
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Figure 1: General presentation of ensembling systems. Samples are represented with blue color, inducer
algorithms with green, prediction outputs with yellow and the ensembling function with red.
Table 1
Data composition for the ImageCLEFfusion-int and ImageCLEFfusion-div tasks.
Task
ImageCLEFfusion-int
ImageCLEFfusion-div

Training set
1,877 images
60 queries

Testing set
558 images
63 queries

No. inducers
29
56

Evaluation is carried out using mean average precision at 10 (MAP@10) for the interestingness
task and F1-score as the primary metric and Cluster Recall as the secondary one, at 20 (F1@20
and CR@20) for the diversification task. These metrics correspond to the metrics used on the
respective datasets for each of the two tasks. Both these metrics place greater importance
to selecting and presenting the most appropriate media samples to users, 10 in the case of
interestingness and 20 in the case of diversification. For ImageCLEFfusion-int we provide the
trec_eval tool developed by NIST 1 , that can compute several metrics, including MAP@10, while
for ImageCLEFfusion-div we provide the div_eval tool, specially developed and designed for
the DIV competitions.
For each of the two training sets we provide ground truth data, inducer prediction outputs,
inducer performance with regards to the main metrics, and scripts necessary for performance
calculation. On the other hand, for the testing sets we only provide the inducer prediction
outputs.
1
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3. Participation
Participation is satisfactory for the first edition of this task. Overall, 7 groups completed their
registration to ImageCLEFfusion, 5 submitted runs, and 4 completed the competition by also
submitting working notes describing their methods. For the interestingness task, 3 teams
submitted a total of 14 runs, while 3 teams submitted a total of 25 runs for the diversification
task. Only one of these teams chose to participate in both tasks. An overview of the submitting
teams is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Groups that participated with runs to the ImageCLEFfusion tasks. We present the institutions represented by these teams, the number of runs for interestingness and diversification, as well as references
to their paper, where submitted.
Team Name
AIMultimediaLab [10]
klssncse [11]
shreya_sriram [12]
ssn_it
UECORK [13]

Institutions
AI Multimedia Lab, University
“Politehnica” of Bucharest
Sri Sivasubramaniya Nadar College
of Engineering, Chennai
Sri Sivasubramaniya Nadar College
of Engineering, Chennai
University of Engineering and
Technology, Peshawar
Munster Technological University,
Cork

Runs int

Runs div

Paper

5

5

yes

0

10

yes

0

10

yes

1

0

no

8

0

yes

4. Results
The results for the participating teams for interestingness and diversification are presented in
Tables 3 and 4. In both cases we present the results of the participating team in comparison
with baseline runs that consist of the average performance of all the provided inducers.

4.1. Results for the interestingness task
Three teams submitted 14 runs in total for the ImageCLEFfusion-int task, with the highest
performance being a MAP@10 value of 0.2192, representing an improvement of 131% over the
baseline of 0.0946. It is interesting to note that all teams scored runs above the baseline.
AIMultimediaLab The best performing run from the AIMultimediaLab team achieved a
MAP@10 score of 0.2192 [10]. This team proposed two types of runs. While the first
type is based on a simple weighted approach, where weights are determined through
a grid-search approach, the second one is based on DeepFusion [14] DNN structures,
that use Dense, Attention, Convolutional and Cross-Space-Fusion approaches. The best
performing method from this team uses the DeepFusion-CSF model.

ssn_it The best performing run from the ssn_it team achieved a MAP@10 score of 0.1106.
Unfortunately, no working notes paper was submitted for this run.
UECORK The best performing run from UECORK attained a MAP@10 score of 0.1097 [13].
The authors propose several approaches to weighted fusion. A baseline weighting method
computes the average for all inducer outputs, while complex approaches use different
methods for determining and optimizing the weights, like Genetic Algorithms, Nelder
Mead algorithm [15], Truncated Newton optimization [16], and Particle Swarm Optimization [17]. The best performing method from this was recorded by two different
approaches: PSO and TNC.

Table 3
Results for the ImageCLEFfusion-int task. We present the results only for the best performing proposed
system for each team according to the MAP@10 metric. We also compare these results with the a
baseline that consists of the average performance of all the provided inducers.
Team Name
AIMultimediaLab
ssn_it
UECORK
baseline

Nmb. Runs
5
1
8
-

Best MAP@10
0.2192
0.1106
0.1097
0.0946

4.2. Results for the diversification task
Three teams were involved in the diversification task too, submitting 25 runs in total. The
highest performance shows a F1@20 score of 0.6216, representing an improvement of 17%
over the baseline value of 0.5313. For the secondary metric, CR@20, the improvement of the
corresponding system is almost equal, at 18%. Again we are happy to note that all teams
presented systems that score above the baseline.
AIMultimediaLab The best performing run from the AIMultimediaLab team achieved a
F1@20 score of 0.6216, and a CR@20 score of 0.4916 [10]. The same approaches as presented in Section 4.1 were used for the diversification task as well. For the diversification
task, the best performing method from this team used the DeepFusion-Convolutional
approach.
klssncse The best performing run from the klssncse team shows a F1@20 score of 0.5634
and a CR@20 score of 0.4414 [11]. The authors analyzed fusion models based on KNN
Regressors, Classification and Regression Trees [18] and SVR [19]. All the submission
from this team are represented by CART approaches, as these provided the best results in
the preliminary studies.
shreya_sriram The best performing run from the shreya_sriram team shows a F1@20 score
of 0.5604 and a CR@20 performance of 0.4373. The paper studies several methods,
based on neural networks, namely MLP regressor, Ridge regressor with Grid Search

and KerasRegressor [20]. The results of all these fusion models are combined by a
voting regressor, thus obtaining a meta-estimator that uses late fusion as inputs. All the
submissions for this team are represented by different setups for the voting regressor.

Table 4
Results for the ImageCLEFfusion-div task. We present the results only for the best performing proposed
system for each team according to the F1@20 metric, as well as the corresponding CR@20 metric.
We also compare these results with the a baseline that consists of the average performance of all the
provided inducers.
Team Name
AIMultimediaLab
klssncse
shreya_sriram
baseline

Nmb. Runs
5
10
10
-

Best F1@20
0.6216
0.5634
0.5604
0.5313

CR@20
0.4916
0.4414
0.4373
0.4140

5. Conclusions
This first edition of the ImageCLEFfusion task attracted a total of 5 teams that submitted runs,
with 4 of them completing their submissions by creating a working notes paper. Two tasks
were proposed to the participants, a regression-based task that uses media interestingness data
and a retrieval task that uses search result diversification data. In total, 39 runs were submitted
by the teams, 14 for media interestingness and 25 for diversification. Only one group chose to
participate in both tasks.
We compared the submitted runs against a baseline composed of the average performance
of all the inducers in the testing set. All the participant teams show performances above this
baseline. For the interestingness task, the best result is a MAP@10 score of 0.2192, representing
an improvement of 131% over the baseline. On the other hand, for the diversity task, the
improvement is lower, 17% for the F1@20 metric and 18% for the CR@20 metric, corresponding
to performances of 0.6216 and 0.4916, respectively. Thus, while the results for diversity are
higher, from the percentual improvement standpoint, interestingness represents a higher success.
We consider that this difference may be the result of the complexity of the inducer output data
– interestingness data has a lower complexity and, therefore, perhaps easier to handle by the
proposed methods. Also, it may be possible that the higher inducer performances for the
diversification tasks leave little room for improvement compared with the inducers associated
with the interestingness task.
Regarding the fusion methods proposed by the participants, we are happy to report a high
degree of diversity among them. Proposed fusion schemes include simple statistical weighted
approaches, approaches that use learning methods for creating the weights, algorithms that
utilize both traditional (kNN, SVM) and deep learning (DeepFusion, KerasRegressor) models for
combining the inducer prediction, and even a method that uses a voting regressor for combining
the outputs of several other fusion schemes. This is indeed encouraging are we are looking
forward to developments in future editions of the ImageCLEFfusion task.

Future editions of this task must, first of all, follow the same two datasets with the purpose
of monitoring if and how the performances of the proposed systems increased. Also, we plan to
add other tasks in the future based on a different machine learning task, whether it is as simple
as classification or more complex multi-label or multi-class regressions.
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